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NEW QUESTION: 1
The Huawei cloud enterprise integration platform ROMA naming
means "all roads to Rome", which can connect enterprise IT
systems, data, messages, APIs, devices, cloud services, and
provide a unified application and data integration platform.
A. True
B. False
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
To determine if a software program properly handles a wide
range of invalid input, a form of automated testing can be used
to randomly generate invalid input in an attempt to crash the
program.
What term is commonly used when referring to this type of
testing?
A. Randomizing
B. Bounding
C. Fuzzing
D. Mutating
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Fuzz testing or fuzzing is a software testing technique, often
automated or semi-automated, that involves providing invalid,
unexpected, or random data to the inputs of a computer program.
The program is then monitored for exceptions such as crashes,
or failing built-in code assertions or for finding potential
memory leaks. Fuzzing is commonly used to test for security
problems in software or computer systems. It is a form of
random testing which has been used for testing hardware or
software.
References: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fuzz_testing

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have an Azure subscription that contains an Azure
Databricks environment and an Azure Storage account.
You need to implement secure communication between Databricks
and the storage account.
You create an Azure key vault.
Which four actions should you perform in sequence? To answer,
move the actions from the list of actions to the answer area
and arrange them in the correct order.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Step 1: Mount the storage account
Step 2: Retrieve an access key from the storage account.
Step 3: Add a secret to the key vault.
Step 4: Add a secret scope to the Databricks environment.
Managing secrets begins with creating a secret scope.
To reference secrets stored in an Azure Key Vault, you can
create a secret scope backed by Azure Key Vault.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-databricks/store-s
ecrets-azure-key-vault

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which sequence of steps does the CAPWAP state machine take
A. discover, join, image, config, run
B. discover, DTLS setup, join, image, config, run
C. discover, image. DTLS setup, join, config, run
D. discover, image, config, run
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
CAPWAP Session Establishment/AP Joining Process (Cisco Wireless
LAN Controllers)
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